
meter H ugh spoke, rather casually, it seems, in retrospect.
'Don't be 100 long, will you. From down there I could see just where the

crevasse is stretching. You're slanding right on lOp of il.'

Memories of a first season

Lewis J. G. Preston

The crisp evening air was hardening the snow around our first high-level
alpine camp. Balanced on a tem-wide plateau cut back inlO the face of
Monch, the southerly prospect was humbling. This huge sloping sea of ice,
encircled by mountain, backed by Monch itself, belonged 10 just 5
individuals. Then a we watched, a ghostly flying-saucer shaped cloud
silently patrolled up the Alelschgletscher IOwards us, as if to spy-out the
inlruders into lhe upper cwm.

In the deepening shadows of the evening we slUm bled up the slope above
the tents 10 a break in the SW ridge. I shall never forget the impression of
the moment as we gained the ridge, eased back from the bulging blue
cornice, and lOok in the sighl. ix thousand feet almo t vertically beneath
us lay the civilization we had lefl. First lights twinkled in lhe gathering
gloom of the valley, while above and beyond snowy peak rose in infinite
range. Breathle s and speechless we simply gazed into the western sky,
\ here colours grew and melted inlO the natural beauty of the moulllain ,
bathing them in vermilion and crim on tint, matching our rosy face that
que tioned one-another in disbelief.

Only 2 week before back in England, I had finished an architecture
degree, been invited 10 join the existing 4-man team, and spent a few days
on York hire grit lOne at Great Almscliff to break an enforced lay-off from
the hill. From 3500m that night I was transported in broken dream 10

more familiar places till dawn brought me back 10 the reality of the
ituation.

The first day was spent acclimatizing, practising ice-climbing and
belaying techniques, each freshman trying to convince himself he was
prepared for the expedition. Experience within the party varied from the
Lakes, Snowdonia, Cairngorm, Glencoe and Skye, but. for all, this was a
firsl alpine season. That nighl we were joined by a weirdly-dre sed but
happy-looking party of 3 fellows and 2 girls, who extended our ledge, set up
a single 2-man tem, and all gamely disappeared into lhe mystery of its
volume.

Long before light there are IOrches and voices down in the dark below
our camp. We make a brew and lhe 5 of us set off up a mixed route agreed
yesterday on the S face/SW ridge of Monch. Rising teeply on good snow
the tems quickly become dark dots belo\ . We 010 snowfield and rope
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broken iced-over outcrops. Our line climbs a buttress joined to the face by a
narrow snow-arete, the crossing of which gives an exhilarating moment as
we begin to take in the scale. Back on the face proper I become the middle
man, as Alan and Steve forge up the steepening slope to the summit ridge
cornice and Caval and Chris follow up 100 ft below. By late lunch we are
sharing the summit with guided parties from the SE ridge.

We use the trodden route down this ridge, till in mid-descent we check
the camp and with straining eyes can only pick out one tent. In the
questioning of the unknown situation, we dive off the ridge and glissade
300m only to be abruptly halted by a caving-in crevasse at the foot of the
slope. The trudge across the glacier is hell on tired limbs sinking into oft
afternoon snow. The camp is a scene of devastation, but we are relieved at
the outcome. The tents are not gone, explained 2 Italian silting among the
mess, they had blown away in a freak morning storm and had been rescued
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by the other Englishmen. Exhausted. we stuff the heaps into badly packed
sacs and retreat to the valley. The next 2 days are spent recovering in
Grindelwald: swollen lips. blistered face and snow-blind d eyes are treated
to smoke-filled bars and national-day lirework displays.

All the time. from the valley campsite, onc thing visually and mentally
dominates the whole scene: the evil mountain. the misty. mysterious
frightening Eiger. A' oon a my eyes recover enough to gaze at it. [ am
drawn by the power of the mountain. Daniel (whom we met on the joint
Monch camp) Alan and myself discuss an attempt on the original 1858
route. The idea of a lower-slopes bivouac is abandoned as an aftcrnoon
torm eal the mountain in a deathly wrap.

W' ct off first thing from the Eig rgletscher and almost immediatel the
W Oank disappear into a hirling white shroud. This heightens thc feeling
of being alone against the mountain, ev n betwc'n the 3 of us, as each
wrestles with private thoughts and doubts. M uch of the snow has gone and
as the mist clears we find ourselves on sloping, slippery slabs which
crampons scratch at, attempting to grip.

At the head or the lower snow-field we climb out of the couloir and
traverse across to gain the ridge. The N face hollows out away from us,
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revealing its infamous ramps and traverses, its ice-fields and bivouacs of
dealh. We are passed by a roped pany of Spaniards, '(the only olher team
on the route) as we solo upwards, straining towards our personal limits.

When I no longer feci simply full of the moment, bUI karful of the
exposure, when I sense I am not fully in control of the situation, I realize
quite slowly I am reaching my personal limit. The balance, once gone,
forces me to speak. We SlOp by a red abseil bolt, just 150111 from 'the
summit, up the final iccfield.

Here we turn back. The mountain jeeringly plays with our thwarted
ambitions. Clouds roll over from M6nch, we are one minute above them,
then lost in them. Route finding down, even when the clouds clear, is no
joke. High above the snow hollow we must lind as the key to the descent,
we are on loose treacherous rock broken with rapidly melting ice-faces. We
stop, clinging to an undercut ledge, and here, in a moment that seemed to
take minutes, my sac topples off and with it all my survival equipment
plunges 1500m down rock-face and ice-field into the depths of crevasse in
the glacier below. We each watch, picturing not the sac, but ourselves with
groping arms and legs beaten hopelessly against the malice of the
mountain. Desperately now we face the problem of a safe retreat without a
bivouac, down the route so quickly cleady shown. With relief we find the
gully down into the now-hollow, and front-point down the route we had
enthusiastically made eadier when all was go. We retrace the rock traverses
high above the ROlstock gendarmes before making for the head of the
couloir of the initial snowfield. It was getting on towards late afternoon, but
till now the retreat had gone unbelievably well.

Then I began to question if we were descending the right couloir, it
seemed so different. Looking anxiously about I realised Alan was on a
different route but it seemed he might be halted by a rock barrier in
avoiding the ice gully. Then within seconds he was lOOm below having
peeled off the rock into the gully, and hurtled horrifically downwards,
braking above a deep black hole that straddled the couloir between the rock
buttresses.

It took Daniel and I 20 minutes to climb down to a shaken Alan looking
hopelessly into the abyss that barred our retreat. The huge hole had formed
through the melting of what must have been a very insubstantial snow
bridge over which we had unwittingly climbed on the ascent. It is hard to
believe a route could change so dramatically in a few hours. A bolt and
piton are reached in the wall above and 2 knotted ropes provide a 45m
abseil, just enough to clear 2 great ice-caves to a safer stance below.

The light is fading as we begin the steep descent at the top of the first
snow-field but as the angle eases confidence grows and for the fil'st time I
believe we will get safely down. Cl'eat whooping glissade runs bring us
300m nearer that reality, and next we find ourselves off the snow on the
homeliness of the railway track before it enters the tunnel. The last train
had gone before nightfall so we now faced a further 1200m down to the
meadows by the early hours of the next day. rn these dark but happy hours
we had time to realize that we had actually escaped the 'ogre', and we
almost ran the last few yards to the security of the campsite and the open
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arms of our anxious waiting friends.
Our day will never make the history books of epics on the 'Nordwand'

nor was our climb a new direct 'line' or a brave winter solo, but to each of
us, the Eiger had given a taste of its wrath. Perhaps it was fear, perhaps an
odd enforced respect that had turned us back and got us down.

Victory was certainly not ours, but life still is-and for that at least we
should be thankful.

A mile in the sky
Ray Turmelle

New Hampshire is a small state located in the E part of the United States
whose head rests in the mountains and whose feet dangle in the Atlantic
Ocean. Although its nickname is 'The Granite State' it is more commonly
known as 'The Four Season State'. Four distinct seasons-spring, summer,
autumn and winter, each with its own particular characteristics and each
appealing to the avid hiker, mountaineer and outdoor enthusiast.

New Hampshire is the home of the White Mountains, a part of the
ational Forest, and nestled in its bosom is Mount Washington, the

highest point in the E. Although its 1917m elevation is considered only a
minor peak when compared to the higher mountains of the world, it is not a
peak to trifle with. In fact, if the majesty and grandeur of a mountain were
measured by the number of accidents and loss of life attributed to its
unpredictable weather and arctic conditions, Mount Washington would
rank among the top of the list. Treeline on the mountain is at the 1225m
elevation where winds, cold and blinding snowstorms may be encountered
unexpectedly any month of the year. The summit lies in the path of the
principal storm tracks and air mass routes of eastern N America which made
history in April 1934 when the highest wind was recorded on the
summit-231 miles per hour.

Mount Washington is laced with well worn trails and usually does not
present any problems. The constant threat of being caught above treeline in
a surprise storm is ever present as many have already experienced. A few
years ago, a well-known American climber of K-2 fame tried and failed to
reach its summit because of the severe wintry conditions encountered on
that day.

Washington's reputation for tragic deaths cannot be overlooked by the
adventurers who tread its trails and climb its peaks. Over 75 deaths have
been recorded on the mountain and its surrounding area attributed to
weather, exposure, falls and medical reasons. Most of them were due to
failing to take the mountain seI-iously.
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